New Paint for Clay’s RV-9A
By Michael Stephan

Clay Romeiser’s RV-9A N628CR recently received its
colors. It is a very attractive paint scheme.
I don’t know of anybody who was more eager to fly his
airplane than Clay. Once the RV-9A was finished, Clay
was taking it to all the major fly-ins. He went to Sun ‘n
Fun his first year in the airplane. He also headed to
Oshkosh for AirVenture 2004, but a bad alternator
regulator forced him to replace it in the field and fly back.
But, he was there the next year. Soon after Clay finished
and flew the airplane, I asked him if he was going to get

it painted right away. He said that he and his wife
Melissa were expecting their first child, and he was going
to get all his flying in before fatherhood changed his
priorities. Now that William, his son, is over one year
old and the airplane has over 200 hours (100 hours in the
first 5 months), it was time to put on some paint. To do
that Clay took the RV over to Grady at GLO Custom at
Northwest Regional Airport (52F). The newly painted
N628CR looks fabulous. Clay flew it back to 52F a few
weeks later for the Chapter fly-in there, and that was
quite a feat given the windy and cold conditions that day.
But, we all got a few pictures of the pretty bird. Now
Clay can fly it back to all those major fly-ins and show it
off some more.

Important Notice:
Chapter meeting date and time change!
The Monthly meeting is on Tuesday March 14th at
the Farmers Branch Library starting at 7 pm. Details
on page 2.
The monthly fly in will be on Saturday March 18th.
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Monthly Schedule

March 14th Chapter Meeting

March 16th Board Meeting

The
March
Chapter
meeting has moved to
Tuesday March 14. It
will be held at the
Farmers
Branch
Library, located on
the
northwest
corner of Webb
Chapel
and
Golfing Green Dr.
The meeting will
be held in the
auditorium and will
begin at 7:00 p.m. and
finish by 9:00 p.m.

The BOD meeting will be held on Thursday March 16
at the home of Sam and Tracey Cooper at 1502 Shannon
Place in Carrollton at 7:00 PM. The minutes from the
Dec. Feb meeting recorded by Pat Johnson are as follows:

Due to the primary election
being on our usual date, we moved the meeting back one
week. We also had to start the meeting thirty minutes
later. We will shorten the business part of the meeting
and give our featured speaker the usual amount of time.
The speaker for this meeting will be Brad Dement of EMag air. The Emag is an electronic ignition system
designed as an upgrade replacement for traditional
magnetos. The E-Mag is not certified, so it is for
experimental aircraft only.
If you are interested in the E-Mag or want to know
more about electronic ignition systems, be sure to attend.
Also, if you know someone who is planning on attending
the meeting, remind him/her of the date and time change.
Michael Stephan

March 18th Chapter Fly-In
Since the March meeting was pushed back one week,
the Chapter fly-in, or in this case a fly-out, will move to
March 18. We are flying to Brenham (11R) for lunch.
Meet on the ramp at 11:00 for lunch at 11:30. The
restaurant is very good and is located at the south end of
the field. It is a throwback to the 50’s style hamburger
stand and it is very popular lunch stop. The cows think
Brenham is heaven.
This is a long fly-out (150 NM from RBD), and we will
have to coordinate empty seats for those who wish to go.
We usually have a list at the monthly meeting, so if you
would like to use an empty seat or have an empty seat, go
to the March 14th meeting or relay your intentions to
someone who is going to the meeting.
Michael Stephan
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Directors in attendance: Sam Cooper, Don Christiansen,
Michael Stephan, Ron Bonnette, Jim Quinn, David
Cheek, and Pat Strickland.
• The March regular schedule was complicated by the
Library’s election responsibilities, so we adjusted the
mothly schedule to be the following:
March 14th – Chapter meeting at the FB library.
7pm start due to a conflict with an earlier group.
March 18th – Chapter fly-out to Brenham (11R) for
lunch at 11:30. Ramp time 11:00.
March 16th – Thursday BOD meeting at Sam
Cooper’s house. The Library is unavailable for that
day and pushing it back a week would leave too
little time to get things ready for the newsletter.
March 28th newsletter assembly at Don and Linda
Christiansen’s house
• The March speaker will be Brad Dement from E-Mag
air, who will discuss the new E-Mag product.
• Upcoming speaker’s were also discussed.
• Jim Markle volunteered to host the newsletter
assembly in May. Jim will show us his progress on
his Pietenpol Aircamper.
• EAA National membership was discussed. We need
to be sure that 168 members are current EAA
members.

March 28th Newsletter Assembly
This month the Hangar Echoes will be assembled on
Tuesday March 28th at the home of Don and Linda
Christiansen at 515 Softwood Cir. In Duncanville. For
directions call Don at 972-298-6531.
Don and Linda are great hosts for the newsletter
assembly. We visit every year, and are greatful for their
generosity.
If you are interested in hosting a newsletter assembly,
and we would love to have new hosts, let me know and
we can put you on the list. If you are not sure what to
expect when hosting a newsletter assembly, attend one
and see how much fun they are.
Michael Stephan
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Presidents Message

A Message from the President
By Sam Cooper

Our weather in January was a nice deviation from
normal conditions and certainly provided more
opportunities for sport aviation than we normally expect.
However, the rain on this last weekend of February is a
welcome change. Certainly our lawns, lakes and
foundations can use the moisture. I am looking forward to
the coming spring season that has already started to bud.
As I hope you have noticed, we have had to shift the
Chapter Meeting date and time around to be on the
second Tuesday of the month. This then affected our
Chapter Fly-in and BOD meeting. The Manske Library is
also a polling location for Farmers Branch. On March 7th,
the local primary elections are being held, which ties up
the auditorium for the day. So, we will hold our Meeting
on March 14th, starting at 7:00 PM. I plan to run a concise
business meeting before starting our program speaker just
a little later than normal.
The Chapter’s Board of Directors elections will be held
during our March 14th Meeting. Our current slate is listed
elsewhere in this issue. We have a few new Board
nominees to continue to bring in new ideas and energy to
our activities. The floor will be open to last minute
nominations prior to the election. For those of you who
have not served, I hope that you will consider
volunteering for the Board. It is an easy way to become
more involved in your Chapter!
I want to thank our 2005-2006 Board for having served
and contributed to our activities. Those Board members
are: Mel Asberry; Ken Bruggers; David Cheek; Don
Christiansen; Bruce Fuller; Monroe McDonald; John
Phillips; Jim Quinn; and Brad Roberts. They brought
ideas, energy and resources to BOD meetings to help
your elected Officers execute a good year for the Chapter.
I have enjoyed serving with them this past year, and look
forward to serving with a number of them in the coming
BOD term that starts in April.
Last fall, long time Chapter member Monroe McDonald
and his wife Nancy moved to Arizona as part of a
planned retirement. Monroe has been an active member
of Chapter 168 for more than two decades. He has served
the Chapter as an Officer or BOD member a number of
times. He made major contributions for the Chapter by
serving as the chairperson (lead organizer) of the Chapter
168 Flight Line Operations at the Southwest Regional
Fly-in (SWRFI) for five years while the event was in
Abilene. Monroe spent numerous hours working with the
FAA so we could have safe events, and numerous hours
preparing for each year’s three day event. Monroe was
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always ready for the large contingent of workers we
needed from the Chapter to make the flight line run
smoothly and safely. And Nancy contributed as well,
working with the vendor exhibits at SWRFI. The last
couple of years Monroe has served the Chapter as an
active BOD member, providing ideas and effort to get
things done, and regularly participating in all of our
monthly Chapter activities. Even last year, Monroe was
an active member as he and Nancy sorted and packed a
house, a business and a hangar for the move to Arizona. I
want to thank Monroe and Nancy for all that they have
contributed to Chapter 168 over the years. We will miss
them and wish them well as they enjoy their retirement in
Arizona.
The spring fly-in season is just around the corner. I am
planning to attend Sun ‘n Fun coming up shortly in early
April. I am looking forward to returning, it has always
been a great way to energize my enthusiasm for sport
aviation. If Sun ‘n Fun is not in your plans, then I hope
you will consider the Southwestern Regional Fly-in at
Hondo, Texas in May, or AirVenture at Oshkosh in July.
All of these events are a great way to see our kinds of
airplanes and the vendors who support them!
The EAA SportAir workshops are returning to east
Dallas on March 4-5. These workshops are a great way to
quickly learn new construction methods in one weekend,
all at a very reasonable price. I still fondly recall my
SportAir workshop on moldless composite construction. I
learned a lot in those two days, and had a great time as
well. I hope that some of you will take advantage of this
opportunity.
As you know from our February newsletter, Mike
Hodge successfully completed his first flight in his
Glasair III, N8MH on January 24th. I plan to present Mike
with his first flight plaque as part of our March 14th
Meeting. I am looking forward to hearing further details
of his test flying and to congratulate him on this great
accomplishment! Mike’s Glasair III is a great example of
what we “amateur” builders can accomplish.
Remember to participate and enjoy the journey!
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NEWS and NOTES

2006 Board of Directors Nominees
By Sam Cooper

The elections for the 2006 Board of Directors for EAA
Dallas Chapter 168 will be held during the March 14th
Chapter Meeting. The Chapter bylaws require that we
have at least seven, but no more than eleven, Directors.
The current slate of nominees for the Board of Directors
election is as follows:
Ann Asberry

Mel Asberry

David Buono

David Cheek

Don Christiansen

Bruce Fuller

John Phillips

Jim Quinn

What you do is your business. Many people, including
myself, don't think that the SB is necessary. But, can we
take that chance? I think not.

Brad Roberts
We would like to thank these members for volunteering
to serve on the Board.
A search committee (Sam Cooper and David Cheek) is
looking for additional nominees. We welcome any
additional nominations or volunteers, please contact
either Sam or David. Additional nominations can be
made prior to the election during the March 14th Chapter
Meeting.

MANDATORY SERVICE BULLETIN FOR RVs
By Mel Asberry

Van's aircraft has issued a mandatory service bulletin
for all RVs (except for the RV-10). The bulletin can be
found at www.vansaircraft.com. There has been a fuel
pick-up come off in the tank of an RV causing an
accident. The service bulletin calls for safety wiring the
AN nut that holds the pick-up on. Supposedly this can be
done without removing the tank. Personally I have my
doubts that it can be done without messing up the
calibration of the fuel gauge sender. It's much easier to
just remove the tanks. The big question is; Is a mandatory
service bulletin binding. The short answer is NO. But the
longer answer may not be so clear. When you sign off the
condition inspection for your airplane, you are stating
that the airplane is "in a condition for safe operation."
Can you, in good conscience, make that statement
knowing that a mandatory service bulletin has not been
complied with? I do several annual condition inspections
on RVs for myself and other people. As an A&P I cannot,
in good conscience, sign off on that inspection without
knowing that the SB has been complied with. Bottom line
is, my airplane as well as the ones I do the condition
inspection on WILL comply with the service bulletin.
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A Tale of Two Towers
By David Cheek

In the past few months, two new control tower
buildings opened at two of Dallas' oldest general aviation
airports. The fancy new tower at Dallas Executive airport
(called Redbird in a better day) is already operating. The
nice looking new tower at Addison had its ribbon cutting
on Thursday February 2, 2006. It is expected to start
operation before the end of February. Both of these
towers look much nicer than standard towers I remember
seeing in the 1970's and 80's. Both towers were both
about 45 years old.
The Addison tower got television publicity, speeches
from the Addison mayor and the FAA Southwest
Regional administrator, and food. It took two years from
ground breaking to ribbon cutting, with both of those
events happening on ground hog day. The mayor gave a
very positive speech about the value of the airport to the
city. About ten years ago the city spent a few hundred
thousand dollars to purchase land for the tower and
donate it to the FAA. This is quite a change from the
days when everyone thought Addison wanted to close the
airport and go condo. It was a big event.
The Dallas Executive airport tower opened with almost
no notice. Neither of our two RBD tenants or I heard
about it. I guess the city of Dallas just does not trumpet it
like it does with Love Field and DFW. I will have to call
this Redbird. The other name is offensive. The Redbird
tower looks really fancy or strange, a little like an ice
cream cone wrapped in silver. It is on the southwest side
of the airport, out there by itself.
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Registering Your Amateur-Built or
Light-Sport Aircraft
By Mel

Last month we talked about preparing for the
airworthiness inspection of your new aircraft. At that
time I promised to further elaborate on getting the aircraft
properly registered. When registering an aircraft with the
FAA, remember you are dealing with a government
office, so we want to make sure that everything is right
the first time. The number one rule is to not make
enemies. These people are in complete control of your
aircraft registration.
First you must obtain a registration form from the FAA.
This is AC Form 8050-1. It is a multiple form and cannot
be photocopied or computer downloaded. It must be an
original form and may be obtained from your local
FSDO. Fill out the form leaving the registration number
blank unless you have an “N number” reserved. The
aircraft manufacturer will be your name and the model
can be anything you want to use. Just remember that
whatever format you choose for your name, you must be
consistent. For example; if you use “Doe, John J.”, you
must use this same format on all documentation such as
the data plate and airworthiness application. The serial
number can be any number you choose so long as you
have not used it previously on another aircraft. Most
people use the number assigned by the kit manufacturer,
but this is not required. You must use a physical address.
PO boxes alone are not acceptable. One of the most
frequent errors on the registration form is to not print or
type your name below your signature at the bottom of the
form.

Form 8050-88 (for amateur-built) and -88A (for light
sport aircraft) and it must be notarized.
Now that you have properly filled out the form, mail it
to Aircraft Registration Branch, AFS-750, P.O. Box
25504, Oklahoma City, OK 73125.
But Wait! You certainly don’t want to forget to include
the $5 registration fee made out to the U S Treasury.
Also, if you already have an “N number” reserved,
include a cover letter stating that you want that number
assigned to this aircraft.
What? You say you don’t have a number reserved and
would like to. Well, that’s another topic, but I think we
can squeeze it in here. You don’t even need an aircraft to
reserve an N number. The number is simply reserved in
your name and not assigned to any aircraft. You can
reserve your custom N number online at
http://162.58.35.241/e.gov/NN/resreqforn.asp. The cost is
$10 per year. You may supply 5 choices in order of
preference. You can check to see what numbers are
available at: http://162.58.35.241/acdatabase/asmain.htm.
You may also submit your request in writing. Written
requests should include at least 5 numbers in order of
preference. The request should include a name, mailing
address, phone number and signature of the requester.
Send the written request to the same address noted above.
Again, don’t forget that check. By the way, if you reserve
online, you may use a credit card.

In addition to the form 8050-1, you must include
evidence of ownership. This will normally be a bill of
sale from the kit manufacturer. If you built your aircraft
from plans or your own design, you may use an affidavit
of ownership. This is simply a form describing your
aircraft and stating that you are the owner. This is AC
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The Antares Electric Airplane
By David Cheek

This airplane is the first production airplane to have
only an electric motor and batteries for thrust. The
Antares is a 20-meter wingspan glider designed and built
in Germany. Since gliders have lower drag and total
power requirements than other airplanes, it is logical that
a self-launching glider be the first aircraft to be designed
with all electric propulsion. Like all good self-launching
gliders, the motor and propeller are stored in the fuselage
behind the wing spar. The motor is mounted on a pylon
that is extended when the motor is needed. When soaring
is started the motor is lowered into the fuselage and doors
close behind it to reduce drag. It is invisible from a few
feet away once the motor is stored.

The empty weight of the glider is 990 pounds. The
specially designed brushless external rotor motor
produces a peak power of 42 kilowatts or about 56
horsepower. The prop is designed for this motor and
produces best thrust at 1500 RPM. This gives a climb rate
of about 860 feet per minute up to a ceiling of 9800 feet.
Unlike conventional engines the electric motor provides
reasonably small drag while wind milling. The motor is
good for 900 hours before overhaul, which is mainly
replacement of the bearings. These are good performance
numbers for any self-launching glider.
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The
nonexploding
batteries are
from France
and
feature
Lithium
ion
cells.
These
batteries are
also used in
the
Joint
Strike Fighter
and are approved by SAE for auto use. The batteries are
mounted in the wing roots and make each wing a little
too heavy to remove without special mounting jigs,
which are available from the manufacturer. The batteries
are charged by an internal charger that operates from
either 220 volts (10 amps) or 110 volts (20 amps). It takes
about 9 hours to fully charge the batteries. The batteries
must be warmed up before they can produce full power.
The charger controls this warming. There is a GSM
phone built into the charger so that you can call the
aircraft from the house and start the warming process
before you get to the airport. It takes about 30 minutes to
warm up if they are cold. These batteries have an elevenyear life and normal use should not wear out the batteries
before this time limit. The charger will also keep the
batteries warm during flight at cold altitudes so that the
motor is available for instant use.
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The range of this airplane is 190 Kilometers using a
sawtooth profile. This involves climbing at best
performance to altitude and stowing the engine. Then you
glide and work any lift encountered until getting low and
then climbing again. If you cruise at constant altitude the
range is about 140 Kilometers.

Update: Brad Roberts’ RV-7
By Michael Stephan

The soaring performance is good, the Lift over Drag or
glide ratio is 56 to 1, which puts it among the top gliders
if it is accurate. It should be said this number is about as
reliable as EPA mileage estimates of new cars, usually
better than you will get. The approximate price for this
glider without fancy soaring instrumentation is about
$220,000. This is way beyond my budget but it is nice to
know that there is a really unique new aircraft available
in the world today.

We assembled the newsletter last month at Brad and
Deia Roberts’ house and took another look at the
progress on Brad’s RV-7 kit. Brad is progressing
quickly. He now has completed the aircraft structure.
The fuselage is sporting a very nice fitting canopy. The
wings lack one bottom skin and tail is complete. The fuel
lines and brake lines are installed. So, what the airplane
now needs is the systems. Brad has the plumbing and
wiring of the instrument panel to do. He also has the
firewall forward to do as well. The gear legs are
currently left off to aid in the wiring of the fuselage. A
very wise decision, since getting in and out of, or leaning
into, the fuselage on its gear legs can be very fatiguing.

Brad is keeping the airplane very simple. He plans to
power it with an O-320 swinging a fixed pitch prop. He
also doesn’t want to break the bank on high-end avionics.
He thinks like Van, and as a result he is going to have a
very good airplane. His workmanship is very good. I
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like what he is doing. It is easy to get “feature creep”
when the builder gets to decide what to include in his
own creation, but sometimes all the gadgets become a
distraction to the enjoyment of flying. They also are
harder to install and require more debugging. Simple is
smart.

After folding, stamping and studying the RV-7, Deia
provided a most delicious reward for all that hard work.
We swapped stories and advice the rest of the evening.
We thank Brad and Deia for their warm hospitality and
look forward to the RV-7 getting an engine and cowl,
then getting up on the gear. Then we can go see it again
before it goes to the airport.
Keep up the good work Brad!
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SSA Convention in Arlington
By Michael Stephan

When it comes to flying it is always good to broaden
your horizons. Sharpen your skills and push your flying
to new levels. For some, it is getting proficient at crosscountry flying. For others, it is adding more ratings like a
Seaplane, IFR, or Commercial rating to their certificate. I
would like to add the sailplane rating to mine, so when
David Cheek asked if I wanted to go to Arlington to the
Soaring Society of America’s (SSA) convention, I was
more than eager. This is the Oshkosh for glider pilots
and manufacturers. The soaring community is not quite
as large as the one that attends AirVenture, but the
notables were there. After attending the seminar on the
electric motor-glider, David and I found that we were
sitting a few rows in front of Dick VanGrunsven. Since I
don’t know much about gliders and I’m sure he didn’t
travel to Texas to talk about RV’s, I left him alone to
discuss gliders with the other experts. Van is not only a
successful aircraft designer and kit builder, but is a very
respected sailplane pilot. He placed 8th last year in the 18
meter Nationals with his Ventus 2CM self-launching
glider and the year before placed first in the Region 8
Sport Class.
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While walking around the latest sailplane designs, we
ran into another Chapter 168 member. Don Bird, his son
and grandson are all sailplane pilots. An antique glider
that Don’s son flies in Wichita, Kansas was one of the
convention displays.

February’s Chapter Fly in
By Michael Stephan

Scheduling a fly-in during the winter months is always
a dicey decision. Since we have had unusually pleasant
temperatures so far this year we gave it a shot. But, our
pleasant January weather finally yielded to February’s
windy winter weather. So, the turn out for the fly-in to
Northwest Regional was probably going to be low. Yet,
a few flew in and about ten more drove in. So it turned
out to be pretty good.
Before lunch, Mike Hodge opened his hangar and let us
look at his now flying Glasair III. He had just returned
from a test flight. When he removed the top cowling, we
got to inspect the muscle that pulls the sleek plane
through the air at 300 mph. Seeing how he built the
airplane gave me a few ideas for improvements on my
RV. An RV builder learning from a Glasair builder? I
hope I don’t get banished.

The glider that caused my interest in soaring was on
display.
It is the ultralight SparrowHawk from
Windward Performance. It is an all carbon fiber design
that empty, weighs 155 pounds. Being in the ultralight
category gives this design some definite benefits. They
are working on a motor-glider version as well as a 15
meter version. It started as a kit, which initially
interested me, but the assembly requires precise jigs and
the factory did not feel that the average builder could do a
sufficient job. So, now they only are sold as completed
aircraft.
We ate in the new restaurant that resides in the corner of
the big, blue hangar there, and the food was very good.
After lunch we helped Clay, who flew his newly
painted RV-9A, get turned around and headed in the right
direction, since the wind was really blowing. David
Cheek flew his Cessna 172 in as well. So it was
technically a fly-in. I’m sure the ride home was as
difficult as the ride in, but we are sure glad they did. It
turned a windy cold Saturday into a lunchtime fly-in.
Good times.

It was a very enjoyable day, and I’m glad that I went.
The local gliding clubs from Caddo Mills and TSA in
Midlothian did an excellent job helping to host the event.
Everything was well planned and the staff was all very
friendly.
They represented Texas and the DFW
Metroplex very well.
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Upcoming Events
By Michael Stephan

Spring is just around the corner and that means shaking
off the winter blues, shining up those airplanes and
preparing for the 2006 fly-in season. This is the first full
year I am able to participate, so I’m excited.
On Wednesday March 15 Phil Boyer hosts a town
meeting in Dallas on the AOPA tour.
March is still a little light on events, but April starts
things up. Sun-N-Fun happens the first week in April.
Then don’t miss the Fish Fry in McKinney on April 15th.

Saturday, Apr 15, 2006 -. FISH FRY! – McKinney, TX.
http://www.eaa1246.org, Collin County Regional (TKI).
We would like to invite you to join us on for our annual
Fish Fry. This event is sponsored by EAA Chapter 1246
of McKinney, TX. Come join us for Fun, Food, and
Flying. We will start serving around 11:30. Fly in or
drive in, you’re all welcomed. If you fly in, ask ground
control for directions to the MOHA (mow-a) hangars via
taxiway Charlie. If you drive in, turn left just before the
fire station. There will be someone at the gate to give you
parking directions. This will be a rain or shine event.
Contact: Tom Moore 214-850-6159,
secretary@eaa1246.org

In May be sure and attend the Southwest Regional Flyin in Hondo.
Wednesday Mar 15, 2006 –AOPA Pilot Town Meeting.
Dallas/Forth Worth Marriott Airport North, 8449
Freeport Parkway in Irving. More information at
http://www.aopa.org/prez/ptm.cfm#103, Join AOPA
President Phil Boyer for this free, interactive multimedia
presentation. You'll hear the latest news that affects GA
and what AOPA is doing to keep flying safe, fun, and
affordable.
Saturday, Mar 18, 2006 - Mt. Vernon, TX. Hot Dog and
Ice Cream Flyout. Franklin County Airport (F53), EAA
Chapter 1246 is having a flyout! Hot Dogs and Ice Cream
Lunch, plus we'll be showing Star Wars for the kiddos.
Lunch will start at 11 am. Come early for coffee. Stay all
day. Cheap fuel too! Contact: Jim Smith 214-906-7701,
jsmith@openairnet.com

April 4-10 Sun ‘n Fun Fly-In 2006. Lakeland
FLORIDA FFI: sun-n-fun.org or call 863/644-2431
FAX: 863/644-9737
Saturday, Apr 22, 2006 - Conroe, TX. EAA-302 Spring
Fly-in. Lone Star Municipal Airport (KCXO), Spring
Fly-in. Fun, food, and a raffle. Mark the date and come
on down. Contact: Larry Perryman 281-222-6361,
larry-perryman@consolidated.net

May 11-14 - EAA Southwest Regional EAA Fly-In
Hondo Airport (HDO) in Hondo, Texas. This is a large
regional EAA supported fly-in hosted by the Texas EAA
chapters. All needed information can be found on the
website. Mike Melville will be the keynote speaker.
AGENDA: Forums, lectures, displays, air show
FFI: 830/889-8802
NOTE: ADMISSION FEE REQUIRED
Website: www.eaatexasflyin.org
E-mail: info@swrfi.org
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For Sale Services, Parts, Other

Hanger Space Half of a 60 foot hangar at TKI for $287.50 per
month. Room for a high wing or short low wing aircraft with lots
of space for storage and work area as well. Call Walt Lammert at
214 642 4522
Van's RV9A Kit. Paperwork and documentation included. Tail
Kit. A&P built horizontal stabilizer. Quickbuild fuselage at Vans
ready for delivery. Vans prefab fuel tanks. Wing kit still in box.
New CS prop for IO of O-360. James Paul 214-392-6182 or
jgpaul@sbcglobal.net.
KR2 with EJ22 Subaru engine, needs new home. $15K. Misc.
parts for KR2. J-6 Karatoo 2-place aluminum fuselage, spar, ribs.
Two EA81 engines. Two cockpit-adjustable Ivo propellers. Large
supply of 4130 steel, 1/8 in. thickness. Price as quoted or best
offer. Call (972) 241-4387 for details.

Wanted: Someone to finish the plumbing and wiring of the
rebuild of the Rockford Craftsmanship Award (Grand
Champion) winning Midget Mustang. Wiring, plumbing, and
panel to be done. New 0-200 on mount. Lewis Shaw. Addison
Airport. 972.628.7474
email- shaw@jacksonshaw.com
Wanted: RV6: Prefer 180 hp, CS prop, well equipped panel.
Will also consider an RV7. David W. Jackson 214-244-4424
cell, david@jacksoncompany.net.

Ground Air Conditioner Unit with 110 hp Continental. $500
o.b.o. Jim Carney 214-763-6784
Garmin GPSMAP 195, Make Offer. Includes all standard items
plus RAM mounting system and updating cable. Mel 972-7847544
Wanted: Ellison EFS-2 throttle body
email Billy Brock n440sx@yahoo.com

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from
nonmembers will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.

EAA CHAPTER 168 OFFICERS
President Sam Cooper
president@eaa168.org
972-242-1544
Vice President Ron Bonnette
vicepresident@eaa168.org 972-495-5845
Secretary Patricia Johnson
secretary@eaa168.org
Treasurer Michael Stephan
treasurer@eaa168.org 972-857-3327
Flight Advisors
Mel Asberry metro
972-784-7544
n168tx@ev1.net
Mike Hoye
972-771-8162
Gene Spaulding 972-661-9229
genebs@wtd.net
Technical Counselors
Mel Asberry metro
972-784-7544
n168tx@ev1.net
Owen Bruce
972-231-3946
Don Christiansen 972-298-6531
Advertising
Sam Cooper
sam.cooper@comcast.net 972-242-1544

Board of Directors
Mel Asberry
Ken Bruggers
David Cheek
Don Christiansen
Bruce Fuller
John Phillips
Jim Quinn
Brad Roberts
Associate Newsletter Editors
Sam Cooper
972-242-1544
sam.cooper@comcast.net
Marvin Brott
214-726-9117
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net
Michael Stephan 972-857-3327
mstephan@shr.net
Data Processing
Michael Stephan 972-857-3327
mstephan@shr.net

Librarian
Michael Stephan 972-857-3327
mstephan@shr.net
Tool Custodian
Brad Roberts
214-351-0475
Meeting Refreshments
“Volunteer needed”
Safety Officer
Mel Asberry metro 972-784-7544
n168tx@ev1.net
Web site Editors
Michael Stephan 972-857-3327
Clay Romeiser
Young Eagles Coordinator
Jim Quinn
972-788-2593
Jquinn3@gmail.com
Membership
Michael Stephan 972-857-3327
mstephan@shr.net
Clay Romeiser

Web site Address: www.eaa168.org
We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM

❏
❏
❏

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address 1 (or business name)
Address 2
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
City
State
Zip
Chapter 168 are $20.00 for one year.
Phone homework
e-mail address
Make checks payable to:
EAA # (168 membership requires National EAA membership)
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
Pilot/A&P Ratings
EAA office (past or present) or additional notes
Mail Application to:
New Member
Renewal
Info Change

Mapsco

EAA Dallas Chapter 168
P.O. Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168
National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
P.O. Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax (920) 426-6761

I am interested in helping with:
Fly-ins ❏ Programs ❏
Newsletter ❏ Young Eagles ❏ Young Eagles ❏ Officer Position
Plane or project (% complete) or interests
(Example) Thunder Mustang
(Example) RV-6

25
flying

%
%
%
%

❏

